Abstract
Introduction

20
The special properties of fibre reinforced composites responsible for their suc- produce an interference fringe marking the location of the interface. The im-124 age shown was obtained using phase contrast with fixed distance from sample 125 to detector [34] .
126
The sample comes from the French aeronautics industrial company Snecma C/C composites at an incomplete densification stage (sample "CC2" in [34] ). Given that we are dealing with a C/C composite, there is no doubt that the range to 27 levels, i.e. the equivalent to less than 5 bit quantization.
155
The effect of the noise and the reduced dynamic range can be seen in the 
Preprocessing
171
As we have just seen, the grey levels of individual voxels are not enough to 172 distinguish fibre voxels from matrix voxels. It is the edges -contrast among 173 adjacent regions in the image-that determine the boundaries of the fibres.
174
Fibres are restituted by our visual system from the edge information. Thus, we 175 need the edges to define the fibres in the image. We have to reduce the noise 176 level, but any noise filtering must respect the edges. Otherwise, we would be 177 losing the information we are seeking, the basis of the segmentation procedure.
178
The noise has a high spatial frequency, but low pass filtering would also blur edges is anisotropic diffusion [45, 46] .
187
with standard deviation σ yields the same result as the solution of the isotropic
190
where I(x, y, t) is the image I(x, y) at time t = 0.5σ 2 , with initial conditions
191
I(x, y, 0) = I 0 (x, y), and ∇I is the image gradient.
192
Introducing in (2) as diffusion conductance or diffusivity, g(s), a rapidly de-193 creasing function of a greyscale edge detector such as the gradient magnitude, because of the regularizing effect of the discretization.
230
The extension to D dimensions is straightforward. The diffusion process is 231 described by the equation
233 where x ∈ R D and G is a square D × D diffusivity matrix. Equation (3) is (7) 234 with G a diagonal 2×2 matrix with equal diagonal elements g(|∇I|). Diffusion 235 filtering is usually implemented using simple finite differences to approximate 236 the image derivatives within an explicit or Euler-forward scheme. the scan direction is along +x. Combining forward differencing
255
with lowpass filtering
257 and forgetting about the dividing constant, we get
and thus the whole procedure to obtain the profile is reduced to a sequence To obtain a mask of fibre voxels, therefore, the voxel rows along the three spike-like 2D artifacts protruding from or entering "broken" fibres. models requiring a precise description of the microstructure of the material.
327
Thus, for instance, a Finite Element Model can be constructed just by assim-328 ilating the finite elements to the classified voxels. The microstructure of the sample is contained in the mask, indeed, but still 331 some further processing is necessary in order to be able to perform a com- background area is enclosed within the group, and so on.
391
Therefore, if the aggregation pattern of the fibres in a given sample is not 392 too complex, the convex point search is probably faster than mathematical 393 morphology. Otherwise, mathematical morphology is probably a safer choice.
394
No matter what method is used, splitting the touching fibres is a fast opera- 
For each step, the number s(C i ) of fibre voxels overlapped by the ball in each 415 candidate location C i is computed:
where f : M f ⊂ Z 3 → {0, 1} is the binary fibre mask.
419
If the maximum overlap is verified for more than one candidate location, the 420 one closest to the previous direction is chosen, i.e. the one maximizing the 421 scalar product of the intended and the previous movement:
This step by step advance is repeated until the centre of the ball leaves the 424 fibre, either because the fibre ended inside the mask, or because the ball is 425 leaving the mask, C k ∈ M f .
426
During the advance of the ball the centre locations {C k } can be recorded
427
-for instance for a curvature analysis-, the length of the moves accumu- why it is usually discarded in benefit of the two-pass iterative algorithm.
450
In the classical two-pass iterative method [62, 63] Table 1 Performance data in the labelling of the fibre mask with different labelling algorithms.
We analyzed the performance and robustness in 3D of the different alternatives 472 in the labelling of the phase mask. Table 1 
550
Note also that the procedure described for the application of the heavy ball 551 would miss any fibre entirely embedded inside the sample. If a low but signif-552 icant probability of short fibres entirely embedded in the sample is expected, we call a heavy ball to individually identify each fibre and characterize it.
585
We hope to have contributed to demonstrate the ability of phase contrast 586 X-ray tomography to produce sufficient information as to extract the true 587 microstructure of composites with constituents with close densities, such as 588 C/C composites, when appropriate image processing techniques are used.
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